SURELOK maintains trailer floor height during loading and unloading. It may also be used in place of a dump valve to stop trailer walk and drop.

Read and understand the Operator’s Manual (L498) before operation. If you need an Operator’s Manual or have questions about operation, maintenance, or service of SURELOK, contact Hendrickson at (330) 456-7288.

- SURELOK support arms engage automatically when parking brake is set and disengage automatically when parking brake is released.
- Stay clear of suspension and support arms while engaging or disengaging SURELOK.
- SURELOK must be disengaged, and the suspension air springs must be exhausted when transporting the trailer by means other than over-the-road. Disengage SURELOK by using the override/dump valve, if trailer is so equipped.

Failure to follow these instructions may result in severe personal injury and could damage the suspension, trailer, or cargo.